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Dear Editor,

We hereby submit the final version of our manuscript.
In the following I have commented the changes made point-by-point:

**Major revisions:**

1. Author list. The information of authors and affiliations have been completed and entered in the requested order. I have changed the contact information in order to have identical information in the manuscript and in the submission system.

3. References.
The missing author names have been inserted for the references in question.
Specific changes to references:
The references 22 and 25 are books with institutional authors, and I used the following example from your the web-side:

The omitted signs have been inserted. The word “Danish” has been inserted to reference 25.
Other revisions in the references list:
Reference 15: Publisher has been inserted.
Reference 23: Publisher has been inserted.
Reference 30: Volume has been inserted.
Reference 31. This reference has been substituted because the link that we used has been changed and is no longer available at the previous conditions.

4. Tables.
The four tables that in the previous editions were in the additional files have now been inserted in the manuscript in a tables section following the references.
Minor revisions.
The subheadings “Title, Adresses, Email addresses” has been removed from the title page.
I have removed the original Table placement text.

Thank you.

Sincerely

Rune A. Kroken
M.D.

Street adress:  
Sandviksleitet 1,  
N-5035 Bergen, Norway

Postal adress:  
Postboks 23, Sandviken  
5812 Bergen, Norge

Tel:  
+47 55 95 8400

Fax:  
+ 47 55 95 8436

Email:  
rune.kroken@helse-bergen.no